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Despite a few anxious
moments, the second

Hubble servicing
mission left the Space
Telescope in better
---7

shape than ever.
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first trip into space in a year and a half.
By Thursday morning, February 13, the two had
steered within 35 feet of the orbiting telescope. Astronaut Steve Hawley, who originally deployed Hubble
in April 1990, grabbed the telescope with the shuttle's
robotic arm as the two spacecraft flew over the west
coast of Mexico. Less than 30 minutes later, Hawley
had Hubble firmly in the shuttle's payload bay.
While the crew got ready for the first of four scheduled spacewalks that evening, disaster nearly struck.
As Mark Lee and Steve Smith prepared to enter the
payload bay, they let the air out of the airlock. But the
escaping gas apparently seeped under the shuttle's
payload bay and spurted out onto one of the solar
arrays. Before the mission, ground controllers hoped
to keep the fragile arrays from moving mere inches,
but here one of them was swinging several feet. Luckily the arrays proved stronger than many anticipated:
tests performed from the ground found no damage.
After this brief scare, Lee and Smith set out on the
mission's top priorities: installing two new scientific
instruments. They first removed the Goddard High
Resolution Spectrograph and replaced it with the
Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS). STIS
can observe in four spectral bands extending from the
ultraviolet through the visible into the near infrared,
and its two-dimensional detectors will far exceed the
capabilities of the linear detectors used in the spectrographs it replaces.
Hubble's solar arrays gleam against Earth's limb after its servicing
and prior to its release hack into orbit

Astronauts Tanner (at right) and Harbaugh survey the solar arrays,
looking for any damage resulting from their three years in space.
By separating light into its spectral components,
STIS allows astronomers to analyze the composition,
temperature, motion, and other properties of celestial
objects. Expect new insights into the planets and their
moons, the properties of distant galaxies, the dynamics
of nearby galactic nuclei, star formation and evolution,
and the chemical makeup of the interstellar medium.
1 fter aligning STIS, Lee and Smith removed the
1• Faint Object Spectrograph and installed the
/2 Near-Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Specll trometer (NICMOS). Observing at near-infrared
ilwavelengths, NICMOS will see radiation that is
largely blocked by water vapor in Earth's atmosphere.
This window on the universe will let astronomers
probe the dusty cores of active galactic nuclei, image
young galaxies in the far reaches of the universe, and
examine protoplanetary disks around stars.
It wasn't long into the first spacewalk when the
astronauts realized that nearly seven years in space
might have exacted a toll on Hubble. While maneuvering around the telescope, Lee and Smith noticed
that some of the yellow paint used on HST's handholds rubbed off on their gloves.
On the next night the second team of spacewalking
astronauts - Greg Harbaugh and Joe Tanner - discovered several areas on the telescope where thermal
insulation had cracked from exposure to the sun.
June 1997 ASTRONOMY
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On the fifth and final spacewalk, Lee (above) and Smith repair
Hubble's damaged insulation with makeshift patches.
Because all the cracks appeared on the side of the telescope that faces the sun, mission controllers worried
that over time, light could penetrate these areas, heating them and damaging key electronic components.
The insulation problems didn't prevent Harbaugh and
Tanner from finishing their scheduled business:
replacing both a degraded Fine Guidance Sensor
Discovery's seven-man crew poses inside the shuttle as Hubble
lurks in the background through the windows.
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On Discovery's middeck, pilot Scott Horowitz fabricates a thermal
insulation patch to be installetl on an upcoming spacewalk.
(used to point the telescope) and a failed mechanical
tape recorder, as well as installing new electronics to
increase the Fine Guidance Sensor's capability.
Lee and Smith were back outside the next night,
replacing a Data Interface Unit that helps manage the
flow of information from Hubble, replacing an old
reel-to-reel style tape recorder with a Solid State
Recorder having ten times the capacity, and changing
one of the Reaction Control Wheel Assembly units
used to move the telescope toward a target.
Harbaugh and Tanner began the fourth spacewalk
by finishing the previously scheduled maintenance:
replacing a Solar Array Drive Electronics package that
positions the arrays and putting protective covers over
the telescope's magnetometers, which help orient
Hubble with respect to Earth's magnetic field. They
then began repairing the insulation. Using material
sent along to patch hits from micrometeorites, the
astronauts placed new thermal blankets over the
degraded insulation around the light shield at the top
of the telescope.
-IliThile Harbaugh and Tanner worked in the pay•• load bay, Horowitz and Lee were inside Discovery fabricating four more thermal blankets
from thin strips of backup insulation. On the
fifth and final spacewalk the next night Lee
and Smith installed them over three equipment bays
located near the middle of the telescope.
In all, the astronauts spent 33 hours and 11 minutes
outside, two hours shy of the record set during the
first servicing mission ·in 1993. They installed two
powerful new instruments, updated Hubble's technology from the 1970s to the 199Os, and repaired damaged insulation that could have threatened the
telescope's future. They also boosted Hubble's orbit by
about 9 miles, placing it higher than ever before where
drag from Earth's outer atmosphere will be reduced.
Tile fruit of the astronauts' labors won't be seen for
a while. Although all the instruments and systems
checked out after the mission, the first observations
from STIS and NICMOS likely won't come until early
May. So keep your eyes peeled to the pages of
ASTRONOMY - the best may well be yet to come.
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